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Brightree Acquires C&S Billing Center

Hanger Acquires Six

it has acquired C&S Billing Center, a home
medical equipment/durable medical equipment (HME/DME) billing service provider
located in Antioch, Illinois.
“This new bundled offering will make the old billing services
model obsolete,” said Dave Cormack, Brightree president and
CEO. “No longer will providers need to fax tons of paper, rekey the same data into multiple systems, or be kept in the dark
regarding what has been billed, rejected, or paid.”
“We are thrilled to become part of the Brightree family,” said
Carri Johnson, C&S president. “We’ve been working exclusively on the Brightree system for five years, and I am looking forward to what we can accomplish together.” In addition to the
technology/service offering, Brightree plans to utilize the C&S
billing expertise to provide additional consulting services to
customers.
“More and more, our customers have been looking to us to
provide a turnkey billing services solution that is bundled with
our technology,” said Cormack. “With this acquisition, we’ll be
able to deliver on that request.”

that during the fourth quarter of 2008 it made
the following six acquisitions, which are valued
at a total of $8.9 million in annual net revenue:
■■
Maine Artificial Limb Co., Portland, Maine.
■■
Orthotics Center, Lafayette, Louisiana.
■■
Rocky Mountain Orthotics-Prosthetics Center,
Denver, Colorado.
■■
Riessen’s Orthopedic and Prosthetic Services Inc.,
Spokane, Washington.
■■
First Coast Orthotics & Prosthetics, Jacksonville, Florida.
■■
Orthopedic Rehabilitation Products Inc.,
Denver, Colorado.
Hanger President and CEO Thomas F. Kirk stated, “We are
very pleased to have the professionals of these acquisitions join
our team. These acquisitions will provide value in our core
O&P business, as well as building a presence in other related
business areas. As with our previous acquisitions, we financed
our purchase with internally generated cash flows and expect
them to be accretive to earnings after the completion of the initial integration period.”

Hanger Orthopedic Group, Bethesda, Maryland, has announced
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Brightree, Duluth, Georgia, announced that
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